TEACHER’S GUIDE
CYCLE TWO ELEMENTARY

Help M-organ develop a better
understanding of the human body
through large-format interactive games.
Explore digestion, respiration and
blood circulation, mechanisms that
are invisible to the naked eye.
The Montréal Science Centre’s educators invite
you to M-organ’s Journey, a 90-minute activity
designed in accordance with the Québec Education
Program. The activity offers students an opportunity
to enjoy an engaging learning experience and
acquire new knowledges and competencies in
a unique and stimulating setting.

Did you know… ?
Our educational programs…
•
•
•
•

correspond with the MEES’ progression
of learning;
propose novel activities unlike those offered
in the classroom;
are led by educators who take charge your
student groups;
present students with captivating and
interactive activities that stimulate fun and
learning in an engaging setting.

A FOUR-STEP PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH

Introduction
Ladies and Gentlemen, meet M-organ, a ball of energy on two feet. But M-organ k
eeps wondering: Where does she get all that energy? What goes on inside her body
that lets her activate her muscles? She just can’t figure it out. That’s why M-organ
needs the help of her new friends: your students. Through four dynamic, hands-on
challenges, they will learn how energy and air travels from the mouth to
the muscles.

Review of Student Knowledge
Before diving into the heart of the human body, M-organ wants to check on what
your students have inside their heads. On a specially designed puzzle board, the
students have to place and name the organs of the human body: a good way to
evaluate and improve their basic knowledge.

M-organ’s Human Body Challenges
After that little appetizer, we move on to the “three-course meal”: three fun, interactive
challenges reminiscent of booths at a fair. What the students are asked to do in each
challenge illustrates precisely what happens in the body.
Challenge 1 — Digestion
M-organ does everything quickly, even eating. In a giant digestive tract, the “food”
must move from mouth to exit. Peristalsis, the movement of the muscles that
push food through our digestive tract, has never been so clear or so much fun
for your students.
Challenge 2 — Breathing
M-organ plays a lot of sports. Here’s a new one: ball hockey without a stick.
The only way to earn points is to blow on the balls with devices whose mechanism
is similar to that of the diaphragm, the muscle that allows air to enter and exit
our lungs.
Challenge 3 — Blood circulation
M-organ is filled with nutrients and oxygen, but they need to find their way to
her muscles. To do that, you need a heart – a muscle! – that is able to pump blood
throughout the body. Your students activate the heart of a life-size figure and
see the blood circulating.
After each challenge, we show that all these mechanisms exist in our body by
“scanning” a volunteer to show the muscle action “live”. The journey of food and
oxygen to the muscles has never been so spectacular.

Build a prosthesis and learning assessment
Although everything is now clear in her mind, M-organ still has a heavy heart.
Why? Because she was born without a left forearm. But we scientists never give up.
Your students will make her a prosthesis, a replacement forearm, that will enable
her to do whatever she wants.
It would be silly to waste all the energy and oxygen that her heart pumped to her
muscles... now your students can take up the challenge and lend a hand.

Concordance with the Québec Education
Program (QEP)
Science & Technology Progression of Learning

LIVING THINGS
Characteristics of living things
•
		

Explains the basic needs of the metabolism of living things
(e.g. nutrition, respiration).

Organization of living things
•
		
•
		

Cycle 1 revision : Describes the functions of certain parts
of the anatomy (e.g. limbs, heart, stomach).
Associates the parts and systems of the anatomy of animals
with their general functions.

Appropriate language
•
		

Appropriately uses terminology related to an understanding
of living things.

The student learns to do this with the teacher’s intervention.
The student does it by himself at the end of the school year.

Ties into science and technology competency

Cycle 1
1
2

—

Cycle 2
3
4

Pre/post M-organ’s Journey
reading1 suggestions
Human body

Systems

Prosthesis

• Dominic Walliman,
Ben Newman, “Professor
Astro Cat’s Human Body
Odyssey”, Published by Flying
Eye Books, 2018

• Krystyna Poray Goddu,
”The Digestive System”,
Published by Black Rabbit
Books, 2019
• Krystyna Poray Goddu,
“The Respiratory System”,
Published by Bolt, 2018

• Jin-Ho Jung, « Look Up! »,
Published by Holiday House,
2016

Post M-organ’s Journey
activity suggestions
• Visit the Human exhibit from the Montréal
Science Center.
• Draw how food travels from the mouth
to the exit.
• Name organs and their functions on a human
body drawing.
• Write a M-organ’s adventure with a new prosthesis
including one information about the human body
learned at the Montréal Science Center.
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With help of librarians from Commission scolaire de Montréal and Librairie Monet.

